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The WildBranch Ministry ...thou bearest not the root, but the root

thee. Romans 11:18

Christianity and Liberalism

Part 5

Well, I am sure that I could go on and on, so we will conclude this little side step.

Liberals - Blame problems on everyone but themselves

This one was a little more difficult because conservative and so-called moderate thinkers

are guilty of this as well. It just seems that liberal thinking is full of whining, and blaming

others goes right along with whining. But, let it be understood that when anything goes

wrong, the liberals blame the conservatives and vice versa. Moderates, of course, wait

around to see where most of the chips fall.

The most obvious 'blamer' was our last President and his wife. If I blame someone else, it

takes the focus off of me. If I do it long enough, I will have convinced myself of my

innocence as well. Mr. Clinton was very good at that. Most of the Clintons' problems were

the fault of a "vast right-wing conspiracy". Blaming conservative legislation for a bad

economy is always quite convincing. Blaming SUV's for auto deaths and injuries, and the

internal combustion engine for the destruction of the planet is quite popular. There has

been more than a dozen attempts to blame 9-11 on the Bush administration or even

President Bush himself. The down turn of Wall Street was Bush's fault, as was the collapse

of several corporations. The antifreeze in my air conditioner is responsible for the hole in

the ozone, not to mention my anti-perspirent and certain antihistamines. Apparantly it is

items that begin with 'anti' that seems to be the problem. Why is it that liberals see no

problem with the 'antichrist'? High crime is blamed on poverty. Violent teens and school

shootings are the result of videos and bullys. The source of sexual promiscuity and

lawlessness comes directly from Hollywood. Gunshot deaths are blamed on the guns.

When I carelessly dump hot coffee in my lap, it is McDonald's fault.

I get a mound of newsletters and emails from various Christian organizations every month

begging me to contribute to their organization to help stop a variety of abominable

practices that the 'bad people' are doing. Who are these lawless culprits? They are

proponents of the new world order, new age shamans, people who read Harry Potter,

Democrats, James Carville, abortion clinics, Martin Scorcese, San Francisco courts, Hillary

Clinton, Larry Flynt, Mormons, Jehovah's Witnesses, communism, Ozzy Osbourne, and

flag burners. Every week I get a letter pointing at the darkness and warning me that they
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are dark. The problems in this country are because of the darkness and those who are

evil, they proclaim, and we must stand united against it. But darkness will only flee when

there is light, and only when the light IS light will the darkness flee. The moral decay of this

nation is because the vessels of light have little or no idea what light is. Hey guys,

according to all the polls, the Christians outnumber the bad guys by 90 to 1. Perhaps there

is too fine of a line between the two.

Liberalism is guided by polls.

Let's face it, the media is liberalism and liberalism is the media. Every night on the cable

networks a poll is taken to see what the people think. Many times, when there is little or no

juicy news, the poll results become the leading news item. My favorite polls are the ones in

which the masses are asked questions concerning foreign policy, or whether we should go

to war or not. Or how about quizzing the populace on their views of Israel and the

Palestinians? How about the average citizens opinion on why the stock market is

plummeting? The answers to these questions are taken very seriously by liberals and

conservatives alike, and are especially important to moderates. Expert consultants are

brought in to evaluate the meaning behind these polls. Here is a common poll result taken

a few months back. The question was asked, "Who do you think is on the right side of the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict? When the results came in, it was clear that America was behind

Israel 41 percent to the Palestinians 28 percent, with 31 percent not sure. Wow! The

commentators concluded, America is definitely behind Israel. So, what did this mean to the

media? Well, there has obviously been too little positive coverage of the Palestinians!

Now, where do you suppose the idea of reacting to what the people think came from? Who

has annual conventions and votes (polls) on doctrinal issues? Who concludes that the

message must be right because, after all, look how much our church has grown? Look

how many people we have. Who holds back the truth because it may run off the

congregation? I know that there are mainline Christian pastors out there that visit this

website. Ask yourself a question and answer it honestly. If one day you discovered that

you had been following a pagan tradition by celebrating and even preaching sermons

concerning Easter and Christmas, would you share that with your congregation? Would

you teach them that it is wrong and an abominable practice according to scripture? If you

had concluded that YHVH never commanded Sabbath to be exchanged for Sunday

worship, how soon would it be before you moved your services to Shabbat? How many

people would you have in your next service if you taught the faithful that Torah was for all

of God's people for all times? You would not last a week, because as tradition is, tradition

does.
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I wanted to take a few weeks and blow off some steam. I know I sound very harsh and

unrelenting toward the Christian religion. It is and will continue to be one of the main

purposes of this ministry. Preparing the bride for her bridegroom is part of the stated

function of Wildbranch. Playing our part in restoring God's Torah to a Torahless religion is

why we exist. The ultimate conundrum is not between liberal and conservative or between

Republicans and Democrats. When it is all said and done it will be the difference between

the seed of the woman and the seed of the serpent. It is always between righteous and

unrighteous, holy and unholy, the tree of life or the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

That is really the bottom line. And in the end it will ultimately boil down to those who truly

have the Son and those who truly do not.

Hitgalut 12:17

"And the dragon was angry with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her

seed, who keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Messiah Yahshua."

Shalom Alecheim!


